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Abstract. The general public tends to avoid reliable sources such as sci-
entific literature due to their complex language and lacking background
knowledge. Instead, they rely on shallow and derived sources on the web
and in social media – often published for commercial or political incen-
tives, rather than the informational value. Can text simplification help
to remove some of these access barriers? This paper presents the CLEF
2023 SimpleText track tackling technical and evaluation challenges of
scientific information access for a general audience. We provide appro-
priate reusable data and benchmarks for scientific text simplification,
and promote novel research to reduce barriers in understanding complex
texts. Our overall use-case is to create a simplified summary of multiple
scientific documents based on a popular science query which provides a
user with an accessible overview on this specific topic. The track has the
following three concrete tasks. Task 1 (What is in, or out?): selecting
passages to include in a simplified summary. Task 2 (What is unclear? ):
difficult concept identification and explanation. Task 3 (Rewrite this! ):
text simplification - rewriting scientific text. The three tasks together
form a pipeline of a scientific text simplification system.

Keywords: Scientific text simplification · (Multi-document)
summarization · Terminology extraction · Keyword extraction ·
Contextualization · Background knowledge · Scientific information
distortion · Information retrieval

1 Introduction

Scientific texts such as research publications are difficult to understand for the
general public, or even for scientists outside the exact specialism. The CLEF
2023 SimpleText track is unique in its focus on text simplification for scientific
texts, and its general public use-case naturally combining information retrieval
and natural language processing aspects.
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Text complexity or reading levels and text simplification in general have
been studied for long in linguistics, education science, and natural language pro-
cessing. Simplified texts are more accessible for non-native speakers [28], young
readers, people with reading disabilities [5,13,22] or needed for reading assis-
tance (e.g. congenitally deaf people) [15] or lower level of education. Improving
text comprehensibility remains a challenge as it is difficult to define a desirable
output of simplification [14]. Traditional readability scores are limited to word or
sentence length, while vocabulary overlap based metrics do not consider informa-
tion distortion. Recently, text simplification is gaining interest. The workshop on
Scholarly Document Processing1 is targeting an NLP audience [4]. They hosted
tasks on scientific document summarization including a Lay Summary task. At
EMNLP 2022, the TSAR (Text Simplification, Accessibility, and Readability)2

hosted a lexical simplification task, and TermEval 2020 ran a shared task on
automatic term extraction [23]. In contrast to that, SimpleText is not limited to
lexical and grammatical simplification.

SimpleText aims to improve information access to scientific knowledge for a
general audience, by providing appropriate reusable data and benchmarks for
text simplification, promoting novel research and tools to reduce barriers in
understanding complex texts. In contrast to the previous work, we focus on (1)
information selection which is suitable for a general public; (2) searching for
difficult concepts, including words, abbreviations, etc. that need to be explained
and can not be discard; and (3) evaluation of information distortion which might
occur during the simplification process.

The track’s setup is based on the following pipeline: (1) select the information
to be included in a simplified summary; (2) decide whether the selected infor-
mation is sufficient and comprehensible or provide some background knowledge
if not; (3) improve the readability of the text [7]. This results in the following
three tasks [11]:

– Task 1: What is in, or out? Selecting passages to include in a simplified
summary.

– Task 2: What is unclear? Difficult concept identification and explanation.
– Task 3: Rewrite this! Text simplification - rewriting scientific text.

We also welcome any submission that uses our data in other ways as a fourth
open task.

In the rest of this paper, we will first reflect on the CLEF 2022 edition of the
track in Sect. 2, and then provide a detailed description of each task in Sect. 3.

1 https://sdproc.org/2022/sharedtasks.html.
2 https://taln.upf.edu/pages/tsar2022-st/.

https://sdproc.org/2022/sharedtasks.html
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2 Results and Lessons Learnt from SimpleText’22

In the first year of running SimpleText as a track at CLEF 2022, its counted
a total of 62 registered teams [11]. A total of 40 teams downloaded data from
the server. A total of 9 distinct teams submitted 24 runs, of which 10 runs were
updated. For Task 1 (selecting passages/abstracts to include) [26], 6 runs were
submitted. For Task 2 (identifying difficult terms) [9], we received 4 runs. For
Task 3 (rewriting text) [10], a total of 14 submissions was made. We have seen
several post-submission experiments, and with all 2022 data available, the track
is expected to gain in participation in 2023.

For Task 1, we saw a clear difference in the reading level of journalistic and
scientific articles. The 2022 topical relevance qrels provide a unique resource that
can be reused and enriched with additional judgments. In 2023, we will extend
relevance judgment with supplementary labels on text complexity and credibility
of the source publication, based on large-scale automatic and small-scale manual
judgments further enriching the 2022 qrels. As the recall base is small, we have to
expand the test collection by increasing pooling depth and adding new subtopics
and queries for the same set of popular science articles.

In the 2022 edition, the Task 2 was limited to difficult term spotting. How-
ever, several runs for Task 3 inserted some context or definition for difficult
terms in additional to language simplification [11,25]. This shows a demand for
a corpus with explanations of difficult terms integrated in a text. Thus, we will
update Task 2 to provide further context for difficult terms. The evaluation stage
allowed to increase the annotated data for term difficulty spotting. We will reuse
these data as a first stage of the annotation for the corpus in 2023 and provide
additional evaluation data.

Multiple SimpleText participants applied T5-based text simplification models
which previously demonstrated strong performance [27]. However, we observed
that direct application of large pre-trained models often keeps sentences
unchanged as in case of the runs of PortLinguE with 36% of unchanged sen-
tences [11,17]. We also observed that large pre-trained models tend to insert
unnecessary and even false information in the simplification due to their gener-
ative nature. This is a general problem of generative models attracting massive
attention in AI, and studying further safeguard against over-generation and gra-
tuitous insertions feels necessary. Thus, we will continue to provide human eval-
uation results with regard to the errors produced during simplification, which
distinguishes SimpleText from existing benchmarks using only automatic text
simplification evaluation metrics. Our general observation is that state of the art
text simplification systems perform well, but far below human simplifications in
terms of the length and the complexity of the resulting simplifications.

Our shared tasks are interconnected. The corpus is based on abstracts in
response to a popular science request. While some complex terms do not need
to be explained as they will be further removed at the language simplification
step, others must be kept even if they are too complex in order to avoid severe
information distortion. In this case additional context or explanations could be
inserted, integrating Tasks 2 and 3. And the other way around, information
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about the text complexity and the amount of revisions can inform the ranking
stage of Task 1. For example, we can promote abstracts with more favorable
reading levels in the ranking, and ensure our user is guided to relevant and
already accessible abstracts first [18,19].

3 SimpleText 2023 Tasks

We will keep the three tasks for the 2023 edition. We will reuse data constructed
in previous editions with additional topics and additional automatic and manual
labels. We will also emphasize automatic evaluation and training using the 2022
data.

3.1 Task 1: Selecting Passages to Include in a Simplified Summary

Given a popular science article targeted to a general audience, this task aims at
retrieving passages, that can help to understand this article, from a large corpus
of academic abstracts and bibliographic metadata. Relevant passages should
relate to any of the topics in the source article.

Data. We use the popular science articles as a source for the types of top-
ics the general public is interested in, and as a validation of the reading level
that is suitable for them. The main corpus is a large set of scientific abstracts
plus associated metadata covering the field of computer science and engineer-
ing. We reuse the collection of academic abstracts from the Citation Network
Dataset (12th version released in 2020)3 [29]. This collection was extracted from
DBLP, ACM, MAG (Microsoft Academic Graph), and other sources. It contains:
4,894,083 bibliographic references published before 2020, 4,232,520 abstracts in
English, 3,058,315 authors with their affiliations, and 45,565,790 ACM citations.
We provide an ElasticSearch index to allow participants to retrieve passages or
abstracts using BM25 [24]. Through a simple API, queries can be done on the
textual content of abstracts together with authorship. Thus, the shared dataset
provides: document abstract content for LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) or
Word Embedding (WE); document authors for coauthoring analysis; citation
relationship between documents for co-citation analysis; citations by author for
author impact factor analysis.

On the other hand, press articles, targeted to a general audience, are drawn
from two sources: The Guardian, a major international newspaper for a gen-
eral audience with a tech section, and Tech Xplore,4 a web site taking part in
the Science X Network to provide a comprehensive coverage of engineering and
technology advances. Each of these popular science article represents a general
topic that has to be analyzed to retrieve relevant scientific information from the
corpus. We provide the URLs to original articles, the title and the textual con-
tent of each popular science article as a general topic. Each general topic was

3 https://www.aminer.cn/citation.
4 https://techxplore.com/.

https://www.aminer.cn/citation
https://techxplore.com/
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also enriched with one or more specific keyword queries manually extracted from
their content, creating a familiar information retrieval task ranking passages or
abstracts in response to a query. In the last year’s edition, 40 articles, 20 of each
source, were made available [11]. We plan to expand it with 10 other topics used
as a test set. The 2022 qrels cover many topics (31) and queries (67) but with a
limited pooling depth. In 2023, we will increase the pooling depth with at least
50 judged documents per query.

Evaluation. Topical relevance was only evaluated last year with a 0-5 score on
the relevance degree towards the content of the original article [11]. Whereas
this large scale can measure how close the retrieved abstract to the topic, the
title or the textual content is, other facets, yet important in the context of text
simplification, were missing. In 2023, we will continue evaluating on topical rel-
evance, but also on text complexity (using readability measures and comparison
to manually attributed scores), and source authoritativeness (using academic
impact measures). The provided test collection will be simplified to three scores
on a 0-2 scale:

– Topic relevance: Not relevant (0), relevant (1), highly relevant (2);
– Text complexity: Easy (0), difficult (1), very difficult (2);
– Source credibility: Low (0), medium (1), high credibility (2).

While these criteria can provide different levels of comparison between systems,
we will still compute a unique ranking score using NDCG (as well as other
measures) based on the fusion of the various criteria [21].

3.2 Task 2: Difficult Concept Identification and Explanation
for a General Audience

The goal of this task is to decide which concepts in scientific abstracts require
explanation and contextualization in order to help a reader to understand the
scientific text. Complex Word Identification (CWI) and Lexical Simplification
(LS) are the most popular approaches to assess and reduce the complexity [6,16,
31]. In the context of a query, some key concepts need to be contextualized with
a definition, example and/or use-case that are easier to understand for a reader.
There is ongoing research on this by generating definitions with a controllable
complexity [1].

In 2023, we ask participants to identify such concepts and to provide useful
and understandable explanations for them. Thus, the task has two steps:

1. to retrieve up to 5 difficult terms in a given passage from a scientific abstract;
2. to provide an explanation of these difficult terms (e.g. definition, abbreviation

deciphering, example etc.).

Data. The corpus of Task 2 is based on the sentences in high-ranked abstracts
to the requests of Task 1. For the first step of the task, i.e. retrieving difficult
terms, we will use the train data collected in 2022 [11]. As for the test data, we
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will provide additional passages coming from the DBLP abstracts as in Task 1.
For the second step of the task we will provide additional training data for
definition generation, extracted from a much larger corpus of full text articles.
This training data contains pairs of <sentence, concept> and a label per pair
is provided. The binary label indicates whether the sentence provides a good
definition for the concept or not. Samples in this dataset are extracted from books
and articles published in ScienceDirect5. This dataset contains 43,368 samples
distributed across 8 different domains and all pairs in this dataset are annotated
by subject matter experts. There are a total of 9,870 positive samples (meaning
that the sentence provides a good definition for the corresponding concept) and
33,498 negative samples. The average length of sentences in this dataset is 24.5
words. In addition to this dataset, participants are encouraged to use existing
datasets extracted from other resources such as the WCL dataset [20] to train the
definition generation model. Participants are also encourage to use gazetteers,
wikification resources as well as resources for abbreviation deciphering.

Evaluation. As in 2022, we will evaluate complex concept spotting in terms of
their complexity and the detected concept spans [11]. For the explanations of
difficult terms, the evaluation set will contain 1,000 concepts and their definitions
extracted by subject matter experts. We will automatically evaluate provided
explanations by comparing them to references (e.g. ROUGE, cosine similarity
etc.). We will provide manual evaluation the provided explanations in terms of
their usefulness with regard to a query as well as their complexity for a general
audience. Note that the provided explanations can have different forms, e.g.
definition, abbreviation deciphering, examples, use cases etc.

3.3 Task 3: Text Simplification - Rewriting Scientific Text

The goal of this task is to provide a simplified version of sentences extracted from
scientific abstracts. Participants will be provided with the popular science articles
and queries and matching abstracts of scientific papers, split into individual
sentences.

Data. Task 3 uses the same corpus based on the sentences in high-ranked
abstracts to the requests of Task 1, supplemented with additional training data
from the health domain. Our training data is a truly parallel corpus of directly
simplified sentences (648 sentences for now) coming from scientific abstracts from
the DBLP Citation Network Dataset for Computer Science and Google Scholar
and PubMed articles on Health and Medicine [7,8,10,11]. These text passages
were simplified either by master students in Technical Writing and Translation or
by a domain expert (a computer scientist) and a professional translator (English
native speaker) working together [8,10,11].

All the existing large corpora used post-hoc aligned sentences [2,3,30,32,33].
The SimpleText corpus [11] contains directly simplified sentences, and is not much
smaller than existing high-quality corpora like NEWSELA [30] (2,259 sentences).

5 https://www.sciencedirect.com/.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/
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Our track is the first to focus on scientific text simplification rather than news
articles. In 2023, we will expand the training and evaluation data.

Evaluation. In 2023, we will emphasize large-scale automatic evaluation mea-
sures (SARI, ROUGE, compression, readability) that provide a reusable test
collection.

These will be supplemented with small-scale detailed human evaluation of
other aspects, essential for deeper analysis. As in 2022, we evaluate the complex-
ity of the provided simplifications in terms of vocabulary and syntax as well as
the errors (Incorrect syntax; Unresolved anaphora due to simplification; Unnec-
essary repetition/iteration; Spelling, typographic or punctuation errors) [11].
Rather than focus only on this evaluation which is similar to easy-to-read guide-
lines suggested in previous research [34], we prefer to assess the results accord-
ing to information distortion which can be bring during simplification process.
We distinguish the following types of information distortion with correspond-
ing severity level: Style (1); Insertion of unnecessary details with regard to a
query (1); Redundancy (without lexical overlap) (2); Insertion of false or unsup-
ported information (3); Omission of essential details with regard to a query (4);
Overgeneralization (5); Oversimplification(5); Topic shift (5); Contra sense /
contradiction (6); Ambiguity (6); Nonsense (7).

4 Conclusions

This paper described the setup of the CLEF 2023 SimpleText track, which con-
tains three interconnected tasks on scientific text simplification. Within the Sim-
pleText track, we have already released extensive corpora and manually labeled
data:

– a large corpus of over 4 million scientific abstracts that can be used for popular
science;

– scientific terms from sentences coming from scientific abstracts with manually
attributed difficulty scores;

– a parallel corpus of manually simplified sentences from scientific literature;
– a parallel corpus of sentences with different types of information distortion

and simplification level.

Please visit the SimpleText website (http://simpletext-project.com) for more
details on the track.
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